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Huge interest in the SAC C-17 at the Swedish Air Force
Air Show
SAC participated in the Swedish Air Force Airshow in Uppsala, Sweden. Photo: HAW / Capt Henrik Gebhardt

By Capt Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO.
The Swedish Air Force annual Airshow was arranged in
Uppsala on 25 August. Close to 150,000 vistors attended
the event, and many of them visited the SAC C-17.
Every year, the Swedish Air Force arranges an Airshow,
known as the Swedish Air Force Airshow. It alternates
between the Air Force bases in Sweden. This year it was
arranged by the The Air Combat School in Uppsala, a base
located just some 70 kilometers from Stockholm, the
Capital, and largest city in Sweden.
The Airshow in itself has two objectives. To increase
public awareness and knowledge about the Air Force as
an integrated part of the Armed Forces, and to support
recruiting to the Armed Forces in general, and to the Air
Force in particular.

The SAC C-17 had a lot of visitors all day long. Photo: HAW / Capt
Henrik Gebhardt

According to the organizing team from the Air Combat
School, the Airshow was visited by close to 150,000
spectators and many of them showed interest in the SAC
C-17. The static display team from the HAW had their
hands full answering questions from curious Swedes all
day.
In perfect late summer weather conditions the HAW static
team was met by smiling faces that wanted to know more
about the C-17 and the SAC 12-nation cooperation.
The Swedish Air Force Display Team, Team 60. Photo: HAW / Capt
Henrik Gebhardt
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Promotion Ceremony - TSgt Bello, and TSgt Hachey
TSgt Bello and TSgt Hachey promotion ceremony officiated by Lt Col Thierauf. Photo: HAW / Capt Henrik Gebhardt

By Capt Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO
On 31 August, the Heavy Airlift Wing celebrated the
promotion of Sefiatu Bello and Eric Hachey to the
rank of Technical Sergeants. The promotion ceremony
was officiated by the Commander of the Heavy Airlift
Squadron, Lieutenant Colonel Linda Thierauf.
TSgt Sefiatu Bello is currently working as Supply Technician
at the Logistics Support Squadron, and TSgt Eric Hachey is
a Loadmaster at the Heavy Airlift Squadron.
In the United States Air Force, Technical Sergeants are
often their organizations technical experts.

TSgt Bello accepts the certificate of promotion from
Lt Col Thierauf. Photo: HAW / Capt Henrik Gebhardt

They must continuously strive to further their development
as technicians, supervisors, and leaders through on and
off-duty professional development opportunities.
They are responsible for their subordinates development
and the effective accomplishment of all assigned tasks.
They must ensure proper and effective use of all resources
under their control to ensure the mission is effectively and
efficiently accomplished.

TSgt Hachey accepts the certificate of promotion from
Lt Col Thierauf. Photo: HAW / Capt Henrik Gebhardt
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Hungarian Air Force Celebrated 100 Years of
Operations
Hungarian SAAB Gripen fighter jet performed an Aerial display at the celebrations on Pápa Air Base Photo: PAB / 2Lt. Andor Gyeginszky

By 2Lt. Andor Gyeginszky, PAB PAO
On August 11 a grand event marked the 100th anniversary
of the Hungarian Air Force at Pápa Air Base. 100 years
ago the Hungarian tricolor was first painted on a military
airplane.
Commemorating the centenary of its formation the
Hungarian Air Force organized a Family Day for active and
retired soldiers. The program consisted of dynamic and
static displays. Several HUAF JAS-39 Gripens, a C-17, an Mi17 helicopter, and some civilian small aircraft were flying
during the day to entertain the guests.
SAC contributed to the show with a CDS aerial delivery display Photo:
PAB / 2Lt. Andor Gyeginszky

Military vehicles, some aircraft, K9 Dog show, musical
performances completed the event on the ground.
Since security regulations limited the maximum amount
of the guests, the Hungarian Defence Forces deployed a
large-scale military exhibition to the Main Square of Pápa,
focusing on the Air Force. There everyone had the chance
to meet soldiers, try military equipment, and have a closer
look at their special vehicles.
According to the feedbacks, the event made a big
success. The celebration will continue next year when SAC
Programme celebrates its 10th anniversary of operations.

A military exhibition was arranged on the main square in Pápa. Photo:
PAB / 2Lt. Andor Gyeginszky
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St. Stephen’s Day Celebration
St Stephen’s Day Celebration in Pápa. Photo: Ms. Petra Babos, papa-ma.hu

By Capt Miklos Pelsoci, HAW Protocol
On 20 August, St. Stephens Day was celebrated all over
Hungary. In Pápa there was a wreach laying ceremony,
where the SAC Program was represented by HAW
Commander, Colonel Bjørn Gohn-Hellum.

The pope acceded to his wishes and, in addition, presented
him with a royal crown with which he was crowned on
August 17, 1001
On 2 September, 1031, his only son, St. Emeric, in Hungarian
”Szent Imre”, lost his life while boar hunting. Thus, Stephen’s
cherished hope of transferring the government into the
hands of a Christian prince were shattered. During his
lifetime a quarrel among his various nephews concerning
the right of succession arose, and some of them took part
in a conspiracy against his life. He was buried beside his son
and both were canonized together in 1083.

St. Stephen, or in Hungarian “Szent István,” the first
Christian King of Hungary, was born in 975 A.D. and died on
August 15, 1038. He was a son of the Hungarian chief Géza
and was baptized, together with his father, by Archbishop
St. Adalbert of Prague in 985. On this occasion, he changed
his pagan name of Vajk to István.
St. Stephen’s feast is officially on September 2, but in
Hungary, the day that bears his name and the festivities is
observed on August 20, the day on which his relics were
transferred to Buda. Thus, August 20 is celebrated as “St.
Stephen’s Day (Szent István Nap)”. The day is a Hungarian
national holiday, and in Budapest, the day ends with
fireworks over the Danube, much as the 4th of July might
be celebrated in the USA, or July 14th - Bastille Day in
France.

The Holy Crown of St. Stephen and other Coronation Jewels
are considered national relics in Hungary. They have a long
history and are currently on display in the Parliament of
Hungary, in Budapest.
St. Stephen’s incorrupt right hand is treasured as the most
sacred relic in Hungary. In Hungarian, it is known as “Szent
Jobb.” When his body was exhumed some years after
his death, his right hand was found perfectly preserved,
without any blemish or sign of rot. It gained the recognition
of the church as a holy relic, and is today stored in a sidechapel of the great St. Stephen Basilica in Budapest. It is
paraded around the city on St. Stephen’s feast day.

In 995 A.D., St Stephen married Gisela, the sister of Duke
Henry of Bavaria, and in 997 he succeeded to the throne of
Hungary. In order to make Hungary a Christian nation and
to establish himself more firmly as ruler, he sent a petition
Pope Sylvester II for the royal dignity.
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PAB / SAC Family Day

CLO Says
Medical Liaison Assistant availability
Please note that the Medical Liaison Assistant is a
member of the Community Liaison Office, just like the
other three members. We understand that she deals
with sensitive topics and that the spouse community
doesn’t have access to Building S03 where she is located,
therefore a decision has been made to have her sitting in
the Base Medical Center every Monday from 1300 until
1700. Within these hours is the period of time when the
English-speaking doctor (Dr Valastyán) has his duty hours
on Base (Mondays from 1400 to 1600).
In order to make an appointment with Dr Valastyán,
please get in touch with the HAW Medic Team.

Photo: HAW / Capt Henrik Gebhardt

By Capt Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO
On 8 September, the Annual joint family day for SAC and
PAB personnel was arranged.
The SAC/PAB annual joint Family day was arranged on a
nice but a bit windy Saturday. The visitors could see an old
MiG 21 fighter and a Mi 24 helicopter in the display hangar.
There was also vehicles on display outside the hangar. As
well as a SAC C-17 that attracted quite a lot of people.

Local Vehicle Tax
Local authorities are in their yearly reconciliation phase
regarding Local Vehicle Tax documentation, so some of
you might be receiving letters such as the one below from
’PÁPAI POLGÁRMESTERI HIVATAL’ (Pápa Town Hall). If you
do, please bring the letter to the CLO, and we will guide
you through the local vehicle tax exemption process.

Photo: Hungarian MiG 21 and Mi 24 on display HAW / Capt Henrik
Gebhardt

The original plan was to perform three Family flights with
the C-17, but due to unforeseen maintenance issues, those
flights had to be cancelled. The visitors got to see an aerial
display by one of the Hungarian Gripen fighters though.

The SAC C-17 atttracted a lot o visitors as always. Photo: HAW / Capt
Henrik Gebhardt
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SAC Calendar - September / October
Monday
17 SEP

Tuesday
18 SEP

Wednesday
19 SEP

24 SEP

25 SEP

26 SEP

Thursday
20 SEP

Friday
21 SEP

27 SEP

28 SEP

SAC - Newcomers
Orientation

Saturday
22 SEP

Sunday
23 SEP

29 SEP

30 SEP

06 OCT

07 OCT

13 OCT

14 OCT

BGR - Independence
Day

SAC - AC/PFC Meeting, Capellen, Luxemburg

01 OCT

02 OCT

03 OCT

04 OCT

08 0CT

09 OCT

10 OCT

11 OCT
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05 OCT

NSPA - Managers
Conferences

12 OCT

HUN - Day of the 13
Martyrs of Arad

